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Article abstract
Front Guernica to Gure Aiteren Etxea and to the Paloma de la Paz An Works,
Anists and Political Issues in the Spanish Basque Country
Since 1987 leading the spanish Basque Country towards peace is a goal sought
by " traditional " and " radical " nationalists. However, up to now there hasn't
been any agreement about the means to achieve it. This disagreement will rise
now and again through political disputes between them during which some
carefully chosen art works will be taken like symbolic flags. These choices
show us the complexity of the interactions between art and social life. At the
same time, they tell us that the social actors who create culturally significant
events reanalyse the cultural order producing dissenting interpretations of a
same art work. Setting out the concepts of " artistic production fïeld " and "
aesthetic-ritual space ". we will try to catch the goals aimed by " traditional "
and " radical " nationalists who are going to clash symbolically through the
Guemica, the Gure Aitaren Etxea and the Paloma de la Paz. during events
which have taken place in the spanish Basque Country between 1987 and 1995.
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